Ready to Transform Your Library?

Join the community of libraries that are simplifying the process of selecting and acquiring books. Contact us for a demo and learn how your library can save time, improve workflows and focus collections on users.

5 reasons why librarians love Rialto

Used by 500 innovative libraries, the Rialto marketplace simplifies identifying, evaluating, and acquiring new materials. Rialto interconnects all the data you need to make the best buying decisions, offering it when you need it within a single solution. Leveraging real-time data from Alma, librarians can easily customize their collection to meet their community’s changing needs, boosting the library’s impact and reach.

With Rialto, your library enjoys…

1. **Time-saving automation**
   Rialto’s automated processes eliminate manual steps, reducing errors and saving valuable time.
   
   **Charles Sturt University:** “we no longer have to search and double check our holdings”

2. **Patron-centric collections**
   Rialto’s easy integration of patron-centric acquisition models like Evidence-Based Acquisition (EBA) and Demand-Driven Acquisition (DDA) means collection development is centered on users.
   
   **University of Central Florida:** “A game-changer”

3. **Transparent processes**
   Rialto’s transparent processes sync all team members, eliminating duplicate purchases and lost time.
   
   **Imperial College London:** “No long email chains”

4. **Streamlined collaboration**
   Subject selectors and acquisition librarians work in the same system and use time-saving tools to collaborate on title selections.
   
   **Belmont University:** “Seamless”

5. **Expert support**
   An easy implementation without disruptions, paired with ongoing collection and workflow support from our team of on-staff librarians.
   
   **University of South Australia:** “an overwhelmingly positive experience”